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Animals Theme for New House Names 

Following the children’s vote, the winning theme for our new house names is 

to be based on names of animals. The theme won by the narrowest of        

margins, with just one vote more than Hannah’s ‘Gemstones’ idea. A number 

of our children suggested the animals theme, and our panel selected four    

animals from ideas put forward by Chloe, Georgia, Amy, Nico and Kodjo. Chloe 

actually included three of our final choices in her suggestion (lion, wolf and 

falcon), with Georgia including ‘dolphin’ and ‘wolf’ amongst her suggestion.  

In third place came ‘The Planets’ with thirty-three votes, only ten short of     

victory, so it was a close-run contest. The red of Balmoral will now be ‘Falcon’, 

the green of Buckingham now becomes ‘Wolf’, the blue of Sandringham now 

becomes ‘Dolphin’ and the yellow of Windsor now becomes ‘Lion.’ 

Our next step is to ask our children to design the new shields. A competition 

has been set up and we look forward to receiving the children’s entries. Our 

advice is to maximize the use of space within the shield template and          

incorporate the house colour into your design! 
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Healthy House Challenge 

Congratulations to everybody for their fantastic efforts with the Healthy House Challenge, set in our final week 

before half-term. From Strava-inspired runs and bike rides, to Joe Wicks workouts (along with Mr Oswin and Mrs 

Lewis' workouts), to scootering, dancing and trampolining 

to the Spice Girls... the all round effort was phenomenal.  

Many children even tidied their rooms and plugged in the 

vacuum cleaner for a few extra points. We loved the       

children's creativity and level of engagement, with over 

twenty thousand points being accumulated in total.  

Balmoral scored 4,376 points, and there was a very close 

competition for second place between Windsor (4,940  

points) and Buckingham (4,965 points). The overall winners were Sandringham with a massive total of 5,918 

points! Well done to all of the children who took part, and a special congratulations to the top scorers in each 

class and all of the children who created their own Healthy House Challenge timetables or activities.  

Oui Bien!  

Year 4 have been learning in French 

how to describe their appearance,      

particularly their eyes and hair.  They 

have learnt that, in French, adjectives 

often come after the noun and that the 

adjectives match the nouns.  So where 

the nouns for eyes and hair are plural, 

so would be the adjectives that describe 

them! The children found several creative 

ways to present their learning, including 

games and posters as you can see from 

this wonderful selection of examples. 
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Fifty Families come together for our Quiz ! 

It was a wonderful way to round off this half-term with our first ever 'remote' school quiz.  Special thanks must 

go to Mr Oswin for taking charge of the technology and joining Mr Bridle to make a Quizmaster double-act. We 

hope that our families enjoyed the quiz and were delighted to see around fifty families taking part. The quiz 

comprised eight rounds, including rounds based on Kim’s Game, Balderdash and Dingbats, cartoon            

characters, football team picture puzzles, a ‘close up’ pictures round and ten observational questions on a 

song from our lower junior Christmas concert, where Krishan starred as King Herod! 

It was also lovely to see so many of the children dancing around to the final round (on Disney and Pixar 

songs.) Congratulations to Willow and the Bennett family, who won with the grand total of 75 points. It was a 

close final result, with several families scoring totals in the sixties or low seventies.  

Congratulations also on  the estimation skills of the Days, the Bennetts and the Wildmans (on winning our wild 

question prizes), with the Birkins also coming very close with their estimate of palettes in the stick area! Some 

interesting prizes were also offered for the wildest estimates! 

The Scavenger Hunt was also lots of fun for us, watching as cats, rats, guinea pigs, dogs and some very im-

pressive cuddly toys appeared on the screen. Congratulations to the Lamings for winning the Scavenger Hunt 

and to the Lee-Youngs for having the most compliant pet (This was hard to judge with us quickly scanning over 

so many images)... if anybody had a hippo, giraffe, elephant or gorilla that we might have missed, please let us 

know and we'll see if we can sort out an additional prize.  

The aim was, of course, to have some fun together. We were delighted that so many families joined us and 

hope that you all had an enjoyable evening.  

 

 

 

 

 

We are delighted with the news that all of our children will be returning to school on Monday 8th March.       

It has been a challenging year for everybody and we have been incredibly proud with the way in which our 

school community has come together , retaining our positivity and supporting each other. We have been   

delighted with the positive level of engagement from our wonderful children throughout this difficult period. 

We are mindful that there are still several restrictions that we must strictly adhere to but are positive in our 

belief that this will be the final lockdown chapter and that our children, as from March 8th, will be returning 

to Skyswood permanently! Thank you all for your exceptional and continued support throughout this difficult 

time. 

Welcome Back 
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Matisse Cut Outs 

Our Tuesday Art Club and our infant key 

worker bubble had great fun earlier this 

month with their Matisse Cut Out        

designs.  Using coloured cards and     

papers, the children cut out and          

arranged an interesting variety of 

shapes using the Matisse cut-outs as 

their inspiration. Here are a few of the 

fabulous designs, well done to all of the 

children who gave it a go! 
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Perspex Moon Prints 

We are delighted with the quality of Moon 

Prints that were created by children through 

our Lockdown Art Club and infant  key worker 

bubble. The wonderful background textures 

are produced through applying small blobs of 

poster paint between two sheets of Perspex. 

The suction created as you separate the 

sheets results in some amazing seaweed-like 

patterns.  

The children then pasted a moon onto their 

Perspex print background and drew silhouette 

pictures within the frame of their moon. The 

pictures included dementors, witches, howling 

wolves, bats and a beautiful mermaid. Here 

are a few of the marvellous Moon Prints. 

These will feature in the Lockdown Art           

Exhibition that we are setting up in the school  

hall. 
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Author of the Term 

Congratulations to all of the children who entered our Adam Blade ‘Beast Quest’ Author of the Term   

competition.  All children who entered will receive a special certificate. Our competition winners were   

Hazel, Hannah N, Hannah H , Daniel and Megan. Their fabulous jacket designs  and synopsis for Tiserus 

(The Green Horror), Hypno (The Hypnotist Lemur) , Optus (The Demon Spider),  Sarlock (The Slime     

Sucker)and Ranour (The Blizzard Queen) will be sent off to Orchard Books. We look forward to receiving 

their comments on the potential for these ideas to  inspire a future Beast Quest novel! 

Congratulations to all of the children who entered our Elmer competition. This was supported through our 

Website Art Club and we received many entries, including some fabulous montage pictures, clay Elmer  

models , an Elmer mask and  a wonderfully impressive 3D cardboard model. It was difficult to judge with 

such an exceptional range and quality of art work. Our winning entries are  Ana’s cross-stitch design,  

James S’  model, Catherine’s mask,  along with James P, Amelie and Jacob’s wonderful montage designs. 

Our prize-winning stories go to Vivienne, Isaac, Eva and Ana, who  beautifully illustrated and clearly spent a 

lot of time on Elmer and the Whole World (Vivienne) , Elmer’s First Pancake Day (Isaac),  Elmer and the 

Wobbly Tooth (Eva) and  Elmer and the New  Animal (Ana) 
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Lockdown Art Exhibition 

We have decided to create our own Lockdown Art 

Exhibition in the school hall, using the fabulous 

work that the children have created through our 

Tuesday Website Art Club since the start of the 

term. The idea has evolved through the creation of 

our Elmer exhibition as we have been equally       

impressed by the quality of the Matisse cut outs, 

along with winter trees, moon-print designs and   

observational pictures of cuddly toys.  Although we 

recognise the current restrictions, we hope that we 

will be able to open this up as our own ‘gallery’ in 

the summer term. It would be lovely to  organise 

some form of  family art event if such a thing is  

possible towards the end of the summer term.    

Obviously we need to see how the situation unfolds 

between now and the end of the academic year, but 

we are very proud of the children’s work and will  

explore the possibility of having our  Lockdown Art 

Exhibition featured in local newspapers  and      

community newsletters. Tree Surgery over Half-Term 

Over the half-term break some extensive work has 

been carried out following our latest tree   survey.  

The survey identified some work that needed to be 

carried out over the next few years and our governing 

body agreed that this should be actioned as soon as 

possible, both for  safety and aesthetic reasons. The 

tree surgeons have very  efficiently taken out the nec-

essary branches from identified trees in our                

environmental area and down by the ‘stick area’ and 

back gate.  

Can 

you 

spot 

the 

man 

in  

the 

tree? 

F E B R U A R Y  2 0 2 1  
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Virtual Author Visits 

Linked to the Hertfordshire Libraries Virtual Author Visits to 

promote World Book Day next month, the school have been 

offered two author visits , with our Year 2 and 3 pupils     

being invited to the Simon Mole  workshop  on Kites        

yesterday. World Book Shop actually takes place this year 

on March 4th, but a series of author visits have been set up  

for the end of February and the beginning of March.  Simon 

Mole is an acclaimed children’s poet, who has shared     

stages with Michael Rosen, Kae Tempest and John Hegley. 

His first picture book Kites was published in 2019, followed 

by I Love My Bike in 2021. Simon is a National Poetry Day 

Ambassador, with over ten years’ experience using rap and 

poetry in community and education settings, including     

projects with Great Ormond Street Hospital and Arsenal 

Football Club.  

Following the success of Simon’s visit yesterday, our        

reception and Year 1 classes can look forward to a visit 

from Jessica Meserve on Wednesday 10th March (two days 

after we all return to school). This visit coincides with the 

launch of Jessica’s fantastic new book ‘Beyond the Burrow.’ 

We would also like to thanks Mrs Lewis, our English           

Co-ordinator, who has been supporting our staff with a wide 

range of activities to ensure that our school community can 

still celebrate World Book Day, despite the fact that the   

majority  of our children will be on their penultimate day of 

remote learning. It really doesn’t seem a year since Jeanne 

Willis was helping us to celebrate World Book Day in 2020! 
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Pavement Art for Infant Playground 

Two former Skyswood Pupils  returned during 

half-term to create some fabulous pavement 

art in our infant playground, using the slabs 

that lead up to our demountable classroom.  

Amelie-Boo Carter –Thompson and Daisy Shaw 

returned to inspire our Skyswood Website Art 

Club with some colourful designs and cheerful 

messages. The duo used card cut outs and 

chalks to produce their tropical silhouette     

picture and braved the cold to complete a 

range of designs. 

The pair will help Mr Bridle to judge our own 

Pavement Art Competition, with certificates 

given to all children who give it a go!  

   Let Your Spirit Fly 
Several of our children have made fantastic contributions 
to the St Albans Massed Lockdown Music Project,          
organised by the head of St Albans Music School, Rachel 
Curson.  Children can contribute through singing or     
playing parts for a song called Let Your Spirit Fly and 
sending in recordings of themselves which will be put 
together to produce a multi-screen video.  

Rachel Curson kindly ran a whole school workshop this 
Wednesday to teach our children the song, and we are 
very excited about the prospect of Mrs Salway              
supporting our staff in taking this project forward over 
the course of this half term. 


